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Next Generation Medicine
Danny McCorry:
BRI chapter founder, student leader,
policy influencer
Greetings!

Danny McCorry belongs to an elite group of BRI
student leaders. He is completing a successful
medical school career, while having led a robust
BRI chapter and making a difference in the
healthcare policy realm through his healthcare
policy white papers and research (The Heritage
Foundation, Forbes).
His work has positively influenced several states'
positions on insurance and direct primary care
legislation.

"There was little discussion of allowing the free market to work,
or giving power back to physicians & patients directly."
~Danny McCorry, MS4, on Georgetown Medical School's healthcare policy
instruction
We are understandably proud of BRI student leaders like Danny who have leveraged their love
of medicine and interest in healthcare policy with BRI support into real, life-changing work.
They continue to inspire current and future doctors to stay involved in the healthcare policy
discussion so we all will have a bright medical future.
SUBSCRIBE TO THE PODCAST

Check out CATO's FREE
resources page for
Benjamin Rush Institute
medical students!
We were really pleased to see a CATO
Institute resources page specifically geared towards Benjamin Rush Institute students!
CATO fellows and scholars have been very supportive of our events and debates over the
years, and we couldn't be happier to see these FREE, high quality resources they are
providing!
From their page: "Government is so deeply involved in the financing and delivery of health
care that today's medical students must be fluent in health policy as well as medicine. Yet
medical schools often provide only a narrow perspective on health reform.
"This page is a resource for medical students who wish to learn how a market system can
make medical care better, more affordable, and more secure than any other system can.
Here, Benjamin Rush Institute members can contact Cato scholars, download free copies of
Cato Institute e-books, and immediately access a wide range of Cato research and analysis
on health policy."
The page lists the following titles by CATO scholars and fellows:
Replacing ObamaCare
Crisis of Abundance
Healthy Competition
Medicare Meets Mephistopheles
In keeping with Danny's NexGenMed podcast message, these CATO policy primers will be a
huge asset to the med students wanting to educate themselves on free market healthcare
policy!
Check out CATO's med student resources page

Join or Donate Today!
HELP KEEP BRI'S
PODCASTS GOING.
Podcasts are becoming one of today's most powerful
tools to reach people. While exercising or commuting
to class . . . people listen to podcasts in many ways,
making important information convenient, in a
digestible format.
Please donate generously today and help us continue
to give medical students information they deserve.
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